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Members of the enquiry,
The following submission is a summation of my personal experience on entering a notforprofit Retirement Village in 2007 Despite Government Legislation and
support agencies I found myself powerless on multiple issues apart from taking costly legal action in a court of law, as an aged pensioner I could not afford such an
action
My experiences can be summarised under the following headings and are based on my lived experience since 2007 They come from my readings of the Retirement
Villages Act 1986 and the contract with the village operator, legal assistance was obtained in some contract areas to establish whether my view had a prima facie
basis They are not, nor are they meant to imply an absolute statement of legal fact on my part

1. Inaccurate or false presale statements  These statements influenced myself and my wife into a decision to enter the village based on false or inaccurate
information
A The purchaser on leaving the village receives the capital gain on the difference between the ingoing and outgoing value of the unit
After moving in to the village this statement was found to be false.
B Municipal Rates for the unit you will be occupying are included in the monthly Maintenance Fee
After moving in to the village this statement was found to be false.
C Deferred Fees are for the provision and improvement of facilities for the residents of the 'Village'
After moving in to the village this statement was found to be grossly inaccurate.
Return to the Index

2. Breach of Contract –
A Funds generated in the operation of the 'Retirement Village' are confirmed to have been used in the operation of the adjacent 'Nursing Home' also run by
the village operator In the interpretation part of my contract with the operator the 'Village' specifically excludes the 'Nursing Home'
Refer Attachment A  Page 8 and Attachment B  Page 9
B Failure to spend 'Deferred Fees' in the area specified in my contract In the interpretation part of my contract with the operator the 'Deferred Fees' are
quantified as to be spent “and applied toward additional facilities for the Residents of the Village ”
Refer Attachment C  Page 11
C Failure to enforce selected terms or conditions of my contract The village operator states that their obligation to me under clause 9 1 3 in my contract as
'this is a discretionary option' The contractural obligation upon the operator is to recoup 'selling fees' from outgoing residents Value of the revenue foregone
is estimated to be in the order of $100,000 00 per annum which could otherwise be available to improve village facilities, reduce maintenance fees or be
placed in a long term maintenance fund
Refer Attachment D  Page 13 and Attachment DD  Page 14 and Attachment DDD  Page 15
D Failure to establish a Major Maintenance Fund as contracted between residents and the operator The Village was first established in 1969 with 31 units
then a major expansion commencing in 1998 with a further 153 units developed in stages but to date no Major Maintenance Fund has been established A
Major Maintenance Fund is an essential protection for village residents against large unexpected maintenance expenses Residents who entered and
subsequently left the village over all these years made no contribution toward the long term maintenance of the village Without the fund any large,
unexpected or irregular maintenance expense burden is currently left to only those residents who occupy the village at the time of the expense
Refer Attachment E  Page 16
Return to the Index

3. Accuracy of monthly maintenance fees – Village maintenance fees under Section 3(1) of the Retirement Villages Act 1986 are legislated to be on a cost
recovery basis The village operator has an exemption from Section 34(4) of the Retirement Villages Act 1986 that requires an audit of the monthly
maintenance fees charged to residents Many of these unaudited costs are by estimate and/or by a % share with an adjacent aged care facility and cannot be
supported by invoices directly charged to the retirement village
Refer Attachment FF  Page 18
Return to the Index

4. Depreciation charges included in maintenance fees  The Village operator annually charged residents for 'depreciation' in the monthly maintenance fees
contrary to Section 3(1) of the The Retirement Villages Act 1986. This charge to residents totalled $262,000 00 over the last eight years alone The village
operator will not offer a cash refund to residents, only a transfer of the sum to a yet to be established Major Maintenance Fund
Refer Attachment G  Page 19
Return to the Index

5. Financial Performance of the Operator – The operator of the Retirement Village also operates a nursing Home under Commonwealth Law with the
nursing home trading loss for 20142015 of $2 3m being part of a sequence of losses The Current Assets deficit of the retirement village and nursing home
operator was $41 3 million dollars at June 30 2015 There has been an 'Emphasis of Matter' statement by the auditor in the last three annual reports of the
operator which is of concern to many residents
Refer Attachment H  Page 21
Return to the Index
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6. Village rules or bylaws – The village operator failed to grant to the village residents their rights under Section 37 of the Retirement Villages Act 1986 until
2016
Refer Attachment K  Page 25
Return to the Index

7. Annual meeting of residents – The village operator failed to grant to the village residents their full rights under Section 33 of the Retirement Villages Act
1986 until 2015
Refer Attachment L  Page 26
Return to the Index

8. Fraud – I have been a resident of the village since August 2007, in this time there has been a fraud of $1 4 million dollars by a staff member and $200,000 by
a hired contractor In the $1 4m fraud only a sum in the order of $460,000 00 was recovered from insurers due to administrative issues from a change of
insurers during the 6 year period of the fraud Of course a fraud against a notforprofit village operator is a penalty ultimately suffered by the village
residents
Refer Attachment M  Page 27 and Attachment MM  Page 28
Return to the Index

9. Contract Issues  Part 1  My solicitor advised me my contract was fine and that I had all the protections afforded by the Retirement Villages Act 1986 It
turned out I had little legislative protection as the village operator had many exemptions from provisions of the act The contract between myself and the
village operator therefore became all the more important and all the more powerful My experience showed that despite the existance of government support
agencies the only redress available to me would be to fund my own legal action against the operator for breach of contract My protection did not lay in the
Retirement Villages Act 1986 it lay in contract law I was to find that access to agency support for breaches of the Retirement Villages Act was readily
available whereas access to agency support for a breach of contract law was difficult if not nonexistant
Refer Attachment F  Page 17
In 2015 I went to Consumer Affairs about issues such as Deferred Fees paid by myself not being spent in the area and for the purposes as agreed by the
operator in my contract I was hoping for support for my issues but Consumer Affairs advised me that as my problems were contractural and not legislative
they could not help (refer Attachment J  Page 23 and Attachment JJ)  Page 24 Consumer Affairs suggested I talk to Housing for the Aged Action Group
who obtained a legal opinion for me which confirmed that there is grounds for a breach of contract action H A A G then advised me on November 3 2015
that they could not handle my case and had made a referral of my case to the Consumer Action Law Centre, I am awaiting contact from the Consumer
Action Law Centre
After 8 years spent in the retirement village I am now of the firm belief that aspects of the contract executed between myself and the village operator could
be seen to be unfair contract terms In an ABC story on September 1 2015 Consumer Action Law Centre chief executive Gerard Brody stated "Under the
Australian Consumer Law there is a prohibition on unfair contract terms and that is when a term of a contract, including a retirement village contract,
significantly outweighs one party over the other," In the same ABC story when speaking about the need for an industry ombudsman Retirement Living
Australia chief executive Mary Wood said an ombudsman service was not needed as “There are existing dispute resolution mechanisms ” My own lived
experience has been that the existing dispute resolution mechanisms do not meet the needs of older victorians living in retirement villages
Here is an example of where the actions of the operator could constitute a 'breach of contract' or the wording of the contract constitute an 'unfair contract
term' The following are extracts from my contract relevant to the actions of the village operator using 'village' funds in the adjacent 'aged care' facility

The retirement village operator claims the right for monies paid to St John's Village Inc in their role as operator of the 'Retirement Village' to be used within
a registered 'Aged Care' facility also operated by St John's Village Inc (refer Attachment BB  Page 10) Clause 1 1 19 of my contract with St John's
Village Inc is very clear as to what constitutes the retirement village and specifically excludes the aged care facility A 'reasonable person' is unlikely to
draw any inference from clause 1 1 19 that deferred fees paid or ingoing payments made could or would be used by the village operator in the contracturally
excluded 'aged care' facility
Return to the Index
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10. Contract Issues  Part 2  Another example of where the actions of the operator could constitute a 'breach of contract' or the wording of the contract
constitute an 'unfair contract term' The following extract is from the 'Interpretation' section of my contract and relates to the use of my Deferred Fees paid to
the village operator, note the use of the word and rather than or
1.1.5. "The Deferred Fee will be used by St John's for it's own use absolutely and
applied toward additional facilities for the Residents of St. John's;"
Refer Attachment CC  Page 12
The 'and applied toward additional facilities for the residents of St. John's' leads a 'reasonable person' to the conclusion that the residents of the village are to
be the beneficiaries, not the village operator and certainly not the Aged Care facility The contractural relationship with St John's is as 'operator of the
village' and the 'village' specifically excludes the 'aged care' facility
Next is an extract from a letter I received following my complaint to the operator that I believed my 'deferred fees' paid were not being used in the area as
defined by my contract

The operator states that 'it was never the intention' to mean anything other than absolute control and use of the deferred fees by St John's Inc The intent of
the operator to action the first part of the statement in clause 1 1 5 'The Deferred Fee will be used by St John's for it's own use absolutely' at the almost total
exclusion of the second part 'and applied toward additional facilities for the residents of St. John's' would not be visible to a 'reasonable person' on reading the
contract prior to signing A 'reasonable person' would conclude that the contractural relationship is with St John's in their capacity as 'operator of the village'
and that the contract defines the 'village' as specifically excluding the 'aged care' facility
The process to get contract terms deemed unfair should be more readily available to older Victorians in retirement living and an industry Ombudsman with
these powers is in my view justified Older Victorians deserve newer and stronger retirement living protections because the practical reality is that few
retirees have the resources to fight a village operator in a court of law and the operator knows it
Return to the Index

Items that I feel would make a contribution to improving protections for older Victorians moving into a retirement village:
11. Longer Coolingoff Period & A Settling in Period  The Victorian coolingoff period of 3 days is simply too short The New South Wales and South
Australian system of 7/15 days coolingoff period plus a 90 day settling in period would help protect a greater number of older Victorians
Refer Attachment I  Page 22
Return to the Index

12. Greater clarity is required between items of capital expenditure which is the responsibility of the operator and items of maintenance expenditure
which is the responsibility of the residents.
Return to the Index

13. An obligation on the operator to make an annual contribution to a capital replacement fund to help protect residents from an operator allowing
capital items to deteriorate for lack of funds
Return to the Index

14. An examination of the ability of an organisation to receive an exemption from the provisions of the Retirement Villages Act.  In the year 2016 is
there justification for any organisation to be exempt from the applicable law These exemptions remove those very protections the legislators wanted to put
into law, older victorians are then subject to differing individual contract terms under contract law rather than retirement village legislation and regulation as
desired by the legislators
Refer Attachment FFF  Page 19
Return to the Index

15. Factsheet  Item 9.4 – I believe too few older Victorians are aware that the factsheet is available on request It is my belief this document should be a
compulsory handout to all people at any first enquiry
For greater clarity item 9 4 of the Retirement Village Factsheet should contain a statement from the operator as to whether the deferred fees paid are for the
benefit of the operator or for the collective benefit of the village residents
The 'fact sheet' should be unequivocal as to who is the ultimate recipient of 'Deferred Fees' paid, the operator or the residents collectively.

Return to the Index
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16. Factsheet  Item 10.1 – For greater clarity to the prospective purchaser item 10 1 of the Retirement Village Factsheet should retain the contribution amount
toward the long term maintenance fund and then a statement from the owner:
Is the contribution amount to the Long Term Maintenance Fund included in the service charge  Yes or No.
This greater clarity gives an opportunity for a better analysis of the dollar amount of the annual fund contribution and whether by being part of the village
operating costs the contribution amount comes under legislative cpi controls for annual increases

Return to the Index

17. Safety and Emergency Procedures or lack thereof – The village operator has made it very clear in correspondence to myself and other residents of the
village that in their view they have zero responsibilty to us in the case of an emergency or evacuation New South Wales has provided greater clarity as to
the retirement village operator responsibilities in an emergency or village evacuation
Refer Attachment O  Page 30 and Attachment OO  Page 31 and Attachment OOO  Page 32
Return to the Index

18. Consumer Affairs Information Booklet  When it comes to prepurchase information the following statement appears on page 12 of the Victorian
Consumer Affairs publication 'Guide to choosing and living in a retirement village' In discussing departure (exit or deferred) fees the booklet gives the
following information to older Victorians considering moving into a retirement village
“The fee is one way that commercial retirement villages generate a profit,
and notforprofit villages improve their services or subsidise maintenance charges.”
I can assure members of the enquiry that in relation to the notforprofit village that I reside in the above statement “and notforprofit villages improve their
services or subsidise maintenance charges” is not valid Perhaps the statement should not be made or at least clarified in some way Prospective purchasers
obtain this booklet and based on the above statement can direct their enquiries toward a notforprofit village as a preference No 'Factsheet' or 'Disclosure
Statement' will have the clarity of information to enable a prospective purchaser to know whether the statement is as valid as it reads
Refer Attachment N  Page 29
It is my view that visual explanations like the following should be part of the Consumer Affairs booklet The purpose of information booklets of this kind is to
show concepts and impacts that older victorians do not know or may not be fully aware of and many people understand a visual explanation more readily
Most older victorians I have spoken to about these types of issues do not fully understand the impact deferred fees, inflation, rising property prices and rising
nursing home entry costs will have over time Their capacity to reenter the property market diminishes quickly as a result of the poorly named 'deferred
management' or 'exit' fees which really come in the early years of occupancy, another impact they do not envisage is their capacity to enter a nursing home
when that time comes The purchasing power of their 'payout figure' ravaged by deferred fees, inflation and rising entry costs to nursing homes may very
likely be insufficient and place heavy reliance on family members to help fund entry to a nursing home of their choice
The following are visual examples to help explain concepts 

Example 1

Example 2

No capital gain provision for resident

Different capital gain provisions and the subsequent long term
impact on the capacity to meet nursing home entry costs

# Different resident capital gain provisions
## Payout figure on leaving the retirement village
Return to the Index
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19. Breach of Contract & Unfair Contract Terms – Parts of my contract could be considered by a 'reasonable person' to be a breach of contract by the actions
of the operator or perhaps even an 'unfair contract term' These matters need to be legally clarified but it is often a cumbersome and expensive process that
can deny older victorians in retirement living the opportunity to test these issues and where justified obtain redress Easier access to the law for everyday
citizens should be a priority of any government
Return to the Index

20. Maintenance Fees for Vacant Units – Village operators should pay the maintenance fees for any unit that is vacant rather than the total maintenance cost
burden being carried by those fewer residents occupying units New South Wales has provided clarity as to the retirement village operator responsibilities as
to who pays the ongoing maintenance fees for a vacant unit
Refer Attachment P  Page 33 and Attachment PP  Page 30
Return to the Index

21. Resident's Committee – South Australia is proposing to give clarity as to the legal liability position of the members of a village resident's committee

Return to the Index

22. Industry Ombudsman – The Ombudsman system has worked very successfully in other industries and many consumers like myself have used one or more
of the existing ombudsman services There needs to be an avenue for older Victorians to seek redress for contractural issues before a costly court case
becomes the only option available to them, in my case Consumer Affairs were clear in that they were not the body to get involved in contractural issues
Usually the resident cannot afford the cost of a legal action so the village operator simply continues the practice challenged by the resident
Return to the Index

People of any age deserve a range of protections for complex transactions which can have such a negative impact on their everyday lives It is my hope that those
older Victorians yet to make the transition to retirement living will have the benefit of improved protections from updated legislation/regulations and newer or more
powerful support agencies
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission to the enquiry
Signed,
Les Scobie
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ATTACHMENT A
Return to Topic 2  Part A

Return to Topic 2  Part A
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ATTACHMENT B
Return to Topic 2  Part A

Return to Topic 2  Part A
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ATTACHMENT BB
Return to Topic 9

Return to Topic 9
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ATTACHMENT C
Return to Topic 2  Part B

Return to Topic 2  Part B
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ATTACHMENT CC
Return to Topic 10

Return to Topic 10
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ATTACHMENT D
Return to Topic 2  Part C
Attachment D  Attachment DD  Attachment DDD
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ATTACHMENT DD
Return to Topic 2  Part C
Attachment D  Attachment DD  Attachment DDD
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ATTACHMENT DDD
Return to Topic 2  Part C
Attachment D  Attachment DD  Attachment DDD
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ATTACHMENT E
Return to Topic 2  Part D
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ATTACHMENT F
Return to Topic 9

Return to Topic 9
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ATTACHMENT FF
Return to Topic 3

Return to Topic 3
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ATTACHMENT FFF
Return to Topic 14
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ATTACHMENT G
Return to Topic 4

Return to Topic 4
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ATTACHMENT I
Return to Topic 11
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